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(1] The defendant, Mr. Nicholls, asserts in this pre-trial application on a charge of "simple possession of
marihuana" under s.4(1) of the Controlled Drugs and Substances Act, that it is not "fair" that this British
Columbia prosecution continue because citizens in the provinces of Ontario, Prince Edward Island and Nova
Scotia"" given the state of the law -in those pr-ovinces ""are "immune from prosecution" for the -same -offence.
Thus he says I should make one of a number of proposed orders which would have the effect of ending the
proceeding, and the associated unfairness.
[2] That his application is brought is not surprising. The law relating to possession of marihuana in Canada at
the moment is in fact -to speak colloquially -a mess. No doubt it would be of assistance were Parliament to
intervene legislatively, sooner rather than later, to address evolving public opinion and evolving jurisprudence.
But my task on this application is to discern and apply the law as it currently stands in British Columbia.
[3] The application has its genesis in a July 31, 2000 decision of the Ontario Court of Appeal, R. v. Parker
[2000} O.J. No. 2787 (about which rll say more in due course), where it was held that s.4(1) is unconstitutional
as it relates to marihuana because the legislation fails to protect the Charter s.7 rights of persons who require
marihuana for medical purposes. The court's declaration was suspended for a year in order to permit
Parliament to rectify the situation. Subsequent Ontario lower court decisions have held that Government's
regulatory response to Parker was conceptually flawed or itself unconstitutional and so the lower courts have
determined that with the one year suspension of the declaration of constitutional invalidity having expired, s.4
(1) is now of no force and effect. Notably, while the lower court decisions are under appeal, the Ontario Court
of Appeal has not yet been called upon to opine on the issue.

[4] There have now been two cases in other provinces, R. v. Stavert [2003] P.E.I. No. 28, and R. V. Clarke,
unreported, March 31, 2003, Dartmouth Nova Scotia, in which Provincial Court judges have stayed
proceedings under s.4(1) because it was determined the prosecutions constituted an abuse of process
because "all residents of Canada are entitled, in fairness, to expect a unifonnity of federal Crown...
prosecutorial function" (Stavert at para 51), and because it would be "oppressive and vexatious to allow the
prosecution.~. to continue, given the state of this law in the Provinces of Ontario and Prince Edward
Island" (Clarke, pp.6,7).
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[5] I learned some 45 minutes before being scheduled to deliver these reasons that just yesterday, April 15,
2003, yet another case in this line of authority was decided by the Honourable Judge Orr of the
Saskatchewan Provincial Court in R. v. Hadwen, Boser, and Langlois, unreported, April 15, 2003. In an
addendum at the conclusion of these reasons I explain why I have decided not to adjourn to permit further
submissions regarding that case, and why I have not included reference to Judge Orr's reasoning in this
decision.
[6] Mr. Nicholls' counsel, Mr. Weststrate, argued this application on three grounds:
a) it is a breach of Mr. Nicholls' s. 15 equality rights under the Chatter to be
prosecuted for an offence for which he could not be prosecuted were he simply to
reside in another part of Canada;
b) pursuant to the reasoning in Stavert, the Crown is estopped from arguing that
5.4(1) discloses an-offence known to law; or
c) in reliance upon both Stavert and Clarke, it is an affront to the community sense
of fair play and decency -and thus an abuse of the process of the court -to permit
the federal Crown to proceed against Mr. Nicholls when more than one third of
Canada's population is what he characterizes as being "immune from similar
prosecution" because of Parker.
[7] The application was not argued on the original premise of Parker, namely that s.4(1) is unconstitutional for
its failure to provide for the s.7 rights of medical users. Nor did Mr. Weststrate address whether the federal
government's regulatory response to Parker was or was not sufficient to "save" the section (an issue which as
I mentioned has not yet been considered by the Ontario Court of Appeal, and has not to my knowledge been
argued in B.C.). At the close of his argument, I asked Mr. Weststrate whether he was inviting me to consider
the constitutionality of the section. But it is clear I cannot address that issue, in part because no notice was
given of that constitutional challenge, and in part because the applicant did not directly argue the substantive
effect of the new regulations. So these reasons are limited to the scope of the argument as framed by Mr.
Weststrate's submissions.

I
I

I

[8] Mr. Sommerey, on behalf of the federal Crown argues that the defendant's characterization of the state of
the law in Ontario, Prince Edward Island and Nova Scotia misapprehends the jurisprudential realities and, in
any event, that proceedings in British Columbia should continue unless and until a British Columbia court
articulates a reason why they should not, or the Supreme Court of Canada does so in relation to the whole
nation. Additionally, in temls of the law of British Columbia, he argues that the B. C. Court of Appeal has
already determined that "simple possession" prosecutions do not contravene s.7 of the Charter, and I am
bound by their reasoning.
[9] One of the interesting aspects of this hearing is the extent to which counsel disagree as to what has or has
not been decided in the various Ontario, Prince Edward Island and Nova Scotia decisions to which they have
referred. The extent of their disagreement becomes less surprising when one reviews the more recent
decisions in Ontario, and encounters the differences of opinion that seem to have arisen among judges as to
the proper interpretation of Parker, and its "companion" case issued the same day by the same panel, R. v.

Clay [2000] O.J. No. 2788.
[10] Having now had the opportunity to reflect upon the authorities from other provinces, I have determined
that I respectfully disagree with, and therefore cannot follow, the Staverl and Clarke decisions. It follows that I
must reject the defendant's application which relies upon those cases.
[11] To explain that conclusion, my starting point needs to be a review of the jurisprudence emanating from
the other provinces. Because there seems to be such disagreement as to what originally was said by the
Ontario Court of Appeal in Parker and Clay, I will begin my discussion of those two cases by noting their own
internal references to each other; those references should be instructive as to the Court's intention when
issuing the two decisions. I will then discuss the two decisions themselves. Because of the differences of
interpretation to which I referred, I will quote from the other judgments at greater length than what I generally
believe to be good practice in order to let those judgments speak for themselves.

I

Parker and Clay-two decisions. same day -inconsistent or not?
f121 Parker and Clay were decided by the same panel of Justices Catzman. Charron and RosenberQ. In each
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case a single decision was written by Justice Rosenberg, speaking for the Court. They were issued the same
day. It seems beyond doubt that the decisions were intended to be complementary.
{13J In Parker, Justice Rosenberg referred to the decision in Clay as follows:
[75]... These headings (under which the Parker decision is organized) should be
understood as dealing with the therapeutic use of marihuana, not the broader
claims dealt with in the Clay case.

I

[77] In the companion case of R. v. Clay, I have already dealt with the submission
that, broadly speaking, the marihuana prohibition violates s.7 because it
criminalizes people who have done nothing wrong. This case (that is, Parker)
raises the narrower issue of the impact upon individuals claiming a need for
marihuana as a matter of medical necessity, not recreational use.
[83] ...The dominant aspect of the context in this case is the claim by Parker and
other patients that they require access to marihuana for medical reasons. They do
not, like the appellant in the Clay case, assert a desire for marihuana for
recreational use.
[14] In Clay. Justice Rosenberg refers to Parker as follows:
[1] ...the Crown appeal in R. v. Parker... concerns the medical use of marihuana.
This appeal centers primarily on the use of the criminal law power to penalize the
possession of marihuana.
[38} ...for my reasons in R. v. Parker, I agree with the appellant's submission that
the prohibition (against marihuana possession) is overly broad in that it fails to
include an exemption for medical use.
(5211 have found that the marihuana prohibitions of the former Narcotic Control Act
are valid in all respects except that they do not include an exemption for medical
use. For the reasons I have given in R. v. Parker, the appropriate remedy would
ordinarily be a declaration of invalidity suspended for a period of time to permit
parliament to fill the void created by the declaration.
[53] ...Unlike Mr. Parker, (Mr. Clay) is not within the class of persons for whom the
exemption (for medical use) is required.

I

[15] With the Court's own comments in mind as to the distinctions between the two cases, Jmove on to
consider them separately.

Regina v. Parker [2000] O.J. No. 2787 (C.A.)
[16] Mr. Parker was charged under the Narcotic Control Act with cultivating marihuana, and under the
Controlled Drugs and Substances Act with possession of marihuana.

I

[17] Mr. Parker suffered from a severe form of epi lepsy. The Court of Appeal was satisfied "that the trial judge
was right in finding that Parker needs marihuana to control the symptoms of his epilepsy" (para. 10).

I

[18] Mr. Parker challenged the constitutionality of the marihuana prohibition in the predecessor Narcotic
Control Act and the current Controlled Drugs and Substances Act, claiming that it infringed his rights under
s.7 of the Charter, which guarantees every one the right not to be deprived of life, liberty and security of the
person except in accordance with the principles of fundamental justice.

I
I

II

[19] The trial judge determined the Charter issue in favour of Mr. Parker. By way of remedy, he "read into" the
legislation an exemption for persons possessing or cultivating marihuana for their personal medically
approved use.

[20] Near the outset of his reasons, Mr. Justice Rosenberg summarized his conclusions as follows:
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[10] I have also concluded that the prohibition on the cultivation and possession of
marihuana is unconstitutional... forcing Parker to choose between his health and
imprisonment violates his right to liberty and security of the person... these
violations of Parker's rights do not accord with the principles of fundamental
justice... the possibility of an exemption under s. 56 dependent upon the unfettered
and unstructured discretion of the Minister of Health is not consistent with the
principles of fundamental justice ...

I

[11] Accordingly, I would uphold the trial judge's decision to stay the charges
against Parker ...However I disagree with (the trial judge's) remedy of reading in a
medical use exemption into the legislation... this is a matter for parliament.
Accordingly, I would declare the prohibition on the possession of marihuana in the
Controlled Drugs and Substances Act to be of no force and effect. However, since
this would leave a gap in the regulatory scheme until parliament could amend the
legislation to comply with the Charter, I would suspend the declaration of invalidity
for a year. During this period, the marihuana law remains in full force and effect.
Parker, however, ...is entitled to a personal exemption from the possession
offence... if necessary, I would have found that Parker was entitled to a personal
exemption from the cultivation offence for his medical needs.
[21] Relevant extracts from the balance of his decision include:
[78] The case raises an issue akin to the standing issue that I have touched upon
in the Clay case... it is also open to Parker to challenge the validity of the
legislation on the basis that it was over broad or unconstitutional in some other
way in its application to other persons... That conclusion follows from the decisions
of the Supreme Court of Canada in R. v. Big M Drug Mart Ud. (1985] 1 S.C.R. 295
and R. v. Morgentaler. In both cases, the accused were held to have standing to
challenge the law under which they were charged although the alleged
infringement of the Charter concerned the rights of some other person.
[79] (In finding in Morgentaler that accused physicians had standing to argue
Charter breaches relating to pregnant women seeking abortions, Dickson CJC
said at page 63):
...the appellants have standing to challenge an
unconstitutional law if they are liable to conviction for
an offence under that law even though the
unconstitutional effects are not directed at the
appellants per se: R. v. Big M Drug Mart Ud. at p. 313.
[80] Therefore, it is open to Parker to challenge the validity of the marihuana
prohibition not only on the basis that it infringes his s.7 rights because of his
particular illness, but that it also infringes the rights of others suffering other
illnesses.
[83] The dominant aspect of the context in this case is the claim by Parker and
other patients that they require access to marihuana for medical reasons. They do
not, like the appellant in the Clay case, assert a desire for marihuana for
recreational use.
[92] I believe that I am justified in considering Parker's liberty interest in at least
two ways. First, the threat of criminal prosecution and possible imprisonment itself
amounts to a risk of deprivation of liberty... Second... liberty includes the right to
make decisions of fundamental personal importance. Deprivation of (both) must
accord with the principles of fundamental justice.
(143] ...The state has an interest in protecting against the harmful effects of use of
(marihuana)... the other objectives (of legislation prohibiting possession of
marihuana) are to satisfy Canada's international treaty obligations and to control
the domestic and international trade in illicit drugs.
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(161] ...The evidence establishes that the danger from the use of the drug by a
person such as Parker for medical purposes is minimal compared to the benefit to
Parker and the danger to Parker's life and health without it.
[178] S.56 (of the CDSA, permitting ministerial exemptions) reposes in the Minister
an absolute discretion based on the Minister's opinion whether an exception is
"necessary for a medical... purpose", a phrase that is not defined in the Act.
(179] Even if the Minister were of the opinion that the applicant had met the
medical necessity requirement, the legislation does not require the Minister to give
an exemption. The section only states that the Minister "may" give an exemption.
[184] In view of the lack of an adequate legislated standard for medical necessity
and the vesting of an unfettered discretion in the Minister, the deprivation of
Parker's right to security of the person does not accord with the principles of
fundamental justice.
[187]... The Cour1 cannot delegate to anyone, including the Minister, the avoidance
of a violation of Parker's rights.

I

[188] ...The right to make decisions that are of fundamental personal importance
includes the choice of medication to alleviate the effects of an illness with life
threatening consequences. It does not comport with the principles of fundamental
justice to subject that decision to unfettered ministerial discretion.
[191] ...The Crown did not suggest that the violations could be saved by s.1 (of
the Charter).

I

[193] The only possible basis for holding that the provision of the CDSA
constituted a reasonable limit is that s.56 tempers the facial over breadth of the
prohibition. However ...the plenary discretion vested in the Minister precludes a
finding that this is a reasonable limit.
[194] Finally, the broad prohibition means that the section fails the minimal
impairment test ...there is no need to prosecute people like Parker who require
marihuana for medical purposes to achieve any of the three objectives identified
by the Crown.
[198] I also do not agree with the trial judge that it was appropriate to read a
medical exemption into the legislation... the Crown submits that, should this Court
find a violation of s.7 because the legislation fails to provide adequate exemptions
for medical use, the "only available remedy" is to strike down those provisions and
suspend the finding of invalidity for a sufficient period of time to allow Parliament to
craft satisfactory medical exemptions.

I
I

[200] The purpose of reading in "is to be as faithful as possible within the
requirements of the constitution to the scheme enacted by the legislature".
[201] To read in an exemption (where the question of how the statute ought to be
extended in order to comply with the constitution cannot be answered with a
sufficient degree of precision on the basis of constitutional analysis) would
"amount to making ad hoc choices from a variety of options, none of which was
pointed to with sufficient precision by the interaction between the statute in
question and the requirements of the constitution. This is the task of the legislature
not the courts".
[203] ...For these reasons ...the prohibition on simple possession of marihuana in
s.4 of the CDSA must be struck down.

[206] ...I believe it is appropriate to sever the marihuana possession prohibition
from the other parts of s.4.
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[207] The declaration of invalidity should be suspended to provide Parliament with
the opportunity to fill the void... I would suspend the declaration of invalidity for 12
months.

Regina v. Clay [2000] O.J. No. 2788
[22) Mr. Clay owned a store which sold hemp products and marihuana plant seedlings. He was an active
advocat-e for the decriminalization of marihuana. He did not require marihuana for any medical reason.
[23] Mr. Clay argued that the inclusion of marihuana in the Narcotic Control Act violated s.7 of the Charter
because his right to use intoxicants in the privacy of his home is a fundamental aspect of personal autonomy
and human dignity and is thus guaranteed by s.7 of the Charter. He argued it is a principle of fundamental
justice that the criminal law be used with restraint and not be employed unless there is a reasonable basis for
finding that the prohibition is directed to harmful conduct. Finally he asserted that the marihuana prohibition is
overly broad as it does not include an exemption for the medical use of marihuana and it prohibits forms of
cannabis that are not harmful or intoxicating.
[24] In concluding that prohibiting the recreational use of marihuana does not violate liberty and security
interests of s. 7 of the Charter, Mr. Justice Rosenberg said in part:
[15] ...the decision to use marihuana for recreational purposes ...does not fall
within (the aspect of security of the person which was engaged in such cases as
Rodriguez [1993] 3 S.C.R. 519 @ 588 where the court was dealing with the right to
make choices concerning one's own body, control over one's physical and
psychological integrity, and basic human dignity).
(16] The affront to autonomy and human dignity in (cases like Rodriguez) is far
removed from the claim made by (Mr. Clay).
[23] ...(Mr. Clay) rightly points out that his liberty interest is engaged since
imprisonment was available for the marihuana offences... accordingly, he can only
be deprived of his liberty in accordance with the principles of fundamental justice.

I

[26] In R. V. Ma/mo-Levine [2000] B.C.J. No. 1095, the British Columbia Court of
Appeal was presented with virtually the same arguments made in this case. ...
Braidwood J.A., speaking for himself and Rowles J.A., concluded that the harm
principle is a principle of fundamental justice within the meaning of s. 7. He
concluded, however, that the marihuana prohibition in the fanner Narcotic Control
Act is consistent with the principles of fundamental justice.

[29]

I

McLachlin J. in Cunningham v. Canada [1993] 2 S.C.R. 143 @ 151 (said):
The principles of fundamental justice are concerned not
only with the interests of the person who claims his
liberty has been limited, but with the protection of
society. Fundamental justice requires that a fair
balance be struck between these interests, both
substantively and procedurally...

[33] As Braidwood J.A. noted at paragraphs 146-47 in Malmo-Levine, the
continued crim inalization of marihuana has too to a "palpable disrespect for the law
among the million or so Canadians who continue to use the substance despite the
risk of imprisonment".
[52] I have found that the marihuana prohibitions of the former Narcotic Control Act
are valid in a[ respects except that they do not include an exemption for medical
use. For the reasons I have given in R. v. Parker, the appropriate remedy would
ordinarily be a declaration of invalidity suspended for a period of time to permit
Parliament to fill the void created by the declaration.

(531...(Mr. Clay) would not be entitled to a constitutional exemption since ...he is
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not within the class of persons for whom the exemption is required. The only issue,
then, is whether (Mr. Clay) is entitled to a personal remedy under s.24(1) of the
Charter in the form of a stay of proceedings. In my view I this is not an appropriate
case for a stay of proceedings. The appellant appears to have conceded at trial
that he had no standing to challenge the law on the basis of a medical need for
marihuana. That concession was wrong. However. it was consistent with the
appellant's position throughout the case that the real problem with the legislation
was the criminalization of personal possession for recreational use. The appellant
did not succeed on that part of the case.

I
I

[56] (After analogizing to the Supreme Court of Canada's decision in Bilodeau
[1986] 1 S.C.R. 449 where a section of the Highway Traffic Act had been found to
be ultra vires the legislature but the declaration was suspended for a period of time
to pemlit rectification, and the conviction of the appellant under the "invalid"
legislation during the period of suspension was found to be enforceable) ...this
doctrine appears to stand as an exception to the broad proposition stated by
Dickson J. in Big M Drug Marl Ud., at page 313 that "no one can be convicted of
an offence under an unconstitutional law".
[58] In Corbiere v. Canada (Minister of Indian and Norlhern Affairs) [1999] 2 S. C. R.
203) band members succeeded in securing a declaration that certain words in the
subject statute were invalid, but the Court suspended the declaration of invalidity
to pem1it Parliament to amend the legislation. The Court, however, refused to
grant the band an exemption from the declaration of invalidity. -.
(60}... The corrective justice rationale (under which, in general, litigants who have
brought forward a Chatter challenge should receive the immediate benefits of that
ruling, even if the effect of the declaration is suspended) has no application since
(Mr. Clay) did not obtain the remedy he was seeking, decriminalization of
marihuana for recreational use ...the only question is whether (Mr. Clay) should be
granted a stay of proceedings on the more general basis, that to permit the
conviction to stand in the circumstances would constitute an abuse of process. In
my view I it would not. It does not offend the community's sense of fair play and
decency that (Mr. Clay). who openly defied the law, should remain convicted when
the basis upon which he challenged the law failed.

I

II

Summary of the conclusions and implications of Parker and Clay
[25] From the foregoing, I discern that as the highest Court in the province of Ontario, the Court of Appeal
determ ined in Parker and Gray, for the province of Ontario, that:
(1) s.4(1) of the CDSA, only as it bears upon the possession of marihuana as
distinct from other controlled drugs and substances, is unconstitutional through its
failure to protect the s.7 rights of persons who require marihuana for medical

purposes;
(2) the declaration of constitutional invalidity is general, in the sense that it
declares that the prohibition against possession of marihuana is unconstitutional
for all persons, not just persons who can prove a personal medical need;
(3) as a corollary to the immediately preceding point, any person who is charged
with an offence has standing to challenge the constitutional invalidity of that
offence, regardless whether the factual underpinning of the constitutional invalidity
relates to the person charged, or to other citizens;
(4) save for the failure to protect the s.7 rights of persons medically requiring
marihuana, the prohibition against possession of marihuana is valid federat
legislation and withstands constitutional scrutiny;
(5) the concurrent conviction of Mr. Clay makes it clear it was not the Court's
intent40n through its declaration of constitutional invalidity to relieve persons other
than those requiring marihuana for medical purposes from criminal culpability for
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unlawful possession;
(6) the suspension of the declaration of invalidity was made for the express
purpose of providing to Parliament a reasonable period of time within which it
could take appropriate steps to protect the s.7 rights of persons with medical need
for marihuana, while respecting ParHament's obvious intent of prohibiting
possession of marihuana by other persons;

I
I

(7) though Justice Rosenberg does not address the issue expressly, it reasonably
must follow from his decision that if within twelve months Parliament took no steps
to protect the s.7 rights of persons requiring medical use of marihuana, that s.4(1)
of the CDSA would be of no force and effect in the province of Ontario.

Recentdecisions in Ontario applying or interpreting Parker and Clay
[26] There are three recent decisions in Ontario which are directly relevant to the defendant's application in
this proceeding: R. v. J.P. [2003} -O.J. No.1 (Ont. Ct. Justice, January 2, -2003); HI'tzig v. Canada I2003J O.J.
No. 12 (Ont. Sup. Ct. Justice, January 9, 2003); and R. v. Barnes [2003] O.J. No. 261 (Ont. Ct. Justice,
January 10, 2003). less directly relevant, but also signifICant is the sHghtly earHer <iecfston of the Ontari<>
Court of Appeal in Wakeford v. Canada (20021 O.J. No. 85.

a) R. v. J.P. {2003]O.J. No.1 (ant. Ct. Justice, January 2, 2003)
[271 In J.P., a young person was charged with possession contrary to s.4(1).
(28} The youth did not assert any medical basis for the alleged possession; rather. he argued that because
Parliament had not amended s.4(1) nor re-enacted a new section, that by operation of the Parker decision,
twelve months having passed, s.4( 1) was "deemed repealed" or otherwise was of no force and effect.

I
I
I

[29] The issue was framed as being whether Parliament had taken steps during the period of suspension
fotTowing Parker and before the effective date of the declaration of invalidity to "save"s.4(1j.
[30] Justice Phillips decided the youth had standing to bring the application notwithstanding
advancing a medical need for marihuana.

that he was not

[31] The Cour1 then went on to consider whether the Marihuana Medical Access Regulations ("MMAR")
S0R/2001-227, which were promufgated by the Governor in Councif the day prior fo expiration of the Parker
suspension, operated to "save" s.4(1) by addressing the constitutional shortcomings identified in Parker.
Justice Phillips restated that question in there Hawing tenns:
[41] ...This is the nub of the issue: can Parliament provide a total discretion to the
Federa1 Cabinet {through the mechanism of a Governor Genera1 in -Councit order)
in creating the remedy to address Parker? How is that fundamentally different from
the authority granting power to the Minister of Health to stipUlate an exemption in
s.56 of the Act? Regulations can be changed with every publication of the Canada
Gazette, without consideration of Parliament and the debate that would entail.
[32] After quoting from Justice Rosenberg in Parker, specifically in relation to the shortcomings of the s.56
process relating to the ministeriaf discretion inherent in that process, Justice'Phillips went on to decide the
matter in the following terms:

[45] Based on the opinion in Parker, it is the absence of suitable guidelines and
structure in the legis!ation that Jeads to the Charter violation.

I

II

[46] V\lhile regulations were enacted, but the legislation was not amended, the "gap
in the regulatory scheme" (to use the language of Rosenberg J.A. in Parker) was
not addressed. \n my view, the establishment by Parliament of suitable guidelines
in iegtslation fettering the administrative discretion was requisite, but
lacking ...therefore, since a statutory framework with guiding principles was not
enacted within the period of the suspension of the declaration of invalidity. it
follows in my view that the declaration is now effectively in place.
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the information was quashed as disclosing no offence known to law.

b) Hitzig v. Canada [2003] O.J. No. 12 (Ont. Sup. Ct. Justice, January 9, 2003)
[33] In Hitzig, the applicants sought a declaration that the MMAR violated their s.7 rights and were
unconstItutional. The application was predicated on their assertion that the regu1ations contained so many
barriers to gaining access to marihuana for medical use that the drug effectively remained unavailable to
many seriously ill people. That assertion in turn refled in part on the fact that the regulations did not provide
those who obtained exemptions with access to a legal supp[y.
[34} Justice ledennan observed that it was held in Parker that the s.56 exemption lacked an adequate
legislated standard for medical necessity (i.e. it was too vague) and relied on unfettered ministerial discretion,
thus compromising Mr. Parker's seCurity of the person in a manner inconsistent with the principles of
fundamental justice. He interpreted Parker as having provided to Parliament one year "to craft a medical
exemption with adequate guidelines that would pass constitutIonal" muster".
[35] Justice Leden'rlan concluded that the MMAR violated the applicants's. 7 rights to liberty and security of
the person in a manner inconsistent with the principles of fundamentat justice because the regulations faited
to provide individuals who have a serious medical need to use marihuana with a legal source and safe supply
of 1-heirmedicine: He-found tge-violation-was--not -savedby-s-. 1ofthe-~halter.
Thus- he--declared the MMAR to
be of no force and effect, though he ordered that his declaration of unconstitutionality be suspended for six
months, saying;
[168] To sum up, regulations which allow for the possession of marihuana without
providing for any legal means to obtain this drug, to say nothing of maintaining
access to a reliable supply of it on an ongoing basis, violate the applicants's. 7
rights in a manner inconsistent with the- principles- of fundamental just1ce:..
marihuana possession and production rights offer little relief to seriously ill
individuals when there is no legal and safe way to take advantage of them.

I

[190] ...The government must be granted time to fix the MMAR or otherwise
provide for a legal source and supply of the drug the MMAR authorizes seriously ill
individuals to possess and produce, consistent with their s.7 rights.
[36] Justice Lederman did not address what, if any, impact his decision had upon the earlier Parker
declamtionFeJatingto -s;4( 1}. Additionally, while he FefeFredto Justk3e-Phillips'decisionin
J.-P., hemaoo. no
comment upon its merits, saying J.P. "is currently under appeal, and is not considered in this decision".

c) R. v. Barnes {2003] O.J. No. 261 (ant. Ct. Justice, January 10, 2003)
(37} In Barnes the accused was charged with possession of marihuana contrary to s.4(1). Like J.P., he did not
assert any medical basis for his alleged possession.
[38] Justice Moore essentially applied the principle of judicial comity in holding that there was "no compelling
reason not to fonow the decision of Mr. Justice Phinips in J.P.", and finding "that as the taw presently stands in
Ontario, 5.4(1) of the Controlled Drugs and Substances Act no longer exists as per Parl<er". Accordingly he
found the defendant was charged with an offence not known to Jaw and quashed the charge.

I

d) Wakeford v. Canada [2002J O.J. No. 85 (CA)
[39] Mr. Wakeford sought a declaration that his Charter s. 7 rights had been infringed through an inadequate
CDSA s.56 exemption, seeking an order that any individual serving as one of his caregivers was exempt from
operation of the CDSA while assisting his medical needs.

I

II

{40] For the most part Wakeford turns on jurisdictional and other issues which are not relevant to the s.4
-(1}IPerkerdebate. .Butbecause Justice Rosenberg-(with Justice McP her-son-}was -speaking for the OntarioCourt of Appeal on issues relating to medical use of marihuana, certain of his dicta may be infom\ative, most
particularly comments regarding the parties' application to adduce evidence of the proclamation of the MMAR:
[26] The Marihuana Medical Access Regulations, SOR/2001-227 came into force
on July 30; 2001. The regulations define the circumstances in which patients and
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caregivers will be authorized by the Minister to possess and cultivate marihuana.
We do not propose to summarize the E3ffectof the regulations or their apparent
operation. It is possible that cases will arise in the future where the validity or
operation of the regulations v"i//be in issue... (emphasis added)

Summary of the apparent state of the law in Ontario today
(41] The Court of Appeal of Ontario has not yet been called upon to determine whether the MMAR "saves" s.4
(1) of-the CDSA on the basis that the regulations are an adequate response to Justice Rosenbergts decision
in Parker. To use Justice Rosenberg's own language, the question will be whether the MMAR "fills the
void" (see para. 207 of Parker). As he foresaw in Wakerord, cases are now arising in which the val+dity or
operation of the regulations will eventually be determined.
[42] A provincial court decision (J.P.) has decided that parliament has failed to do that which was required of it
in Parker and, accordingly, s.4(1) is of no force and effect. That decision is under appeal (to the Ontario Sup.
Ct. of Justice); the appeal is not resolved.
[43J The superior trial court has held that the MMAR are themselves unconstitutional, but has suspended the
effect of that declaration (which suspension continues until June 2003) to provide to Parliament an opportunity
to address the implications of that decision. The court did not opine as to the impact of its decision upon the
declarafton of ifflalidityin Parker; but one-reasonably mighi askwnyJustire
Lederman would havesuspended his declaration of constitutional invalidity if it was clear to him that s.4(1) was now of no force and
effect as posited by Justice Phillips in J.P..
[44] \Nhile defence counsel argued before me that persons in Ontario "cannot be prosecuted" (that assertion
being consistent with the decisions in J.P. and Barnes), It also appears from references in the cases that other
proceedings are simply being adjourned pending appellate clarification.

The Ontario decisions in other provinces -PEl and Nova Scotia decisions

I
I
I

[45] The defence application in this case rests primarily upon the reasoning of the Honourable Chief Judge
Thompson of the Prince Edward Island Provincial Court inR. v; Stavert[2003} P.E.I.J. No. 28; a very recent
decision (issued March 14,2003).
(46} During oral submissions I was told there had been another recent decision with the same result as
Stavert in the Nova Scotia Provincial Court, that being R. v. Clarke,a decision of the Honourable Judge
Buchan. But when this application was argued, Judge Buchan's oral decision of March 31, 2003 had not yet
been transcribed. Through my own inquiries I secured a copy of her reasons on April 11, 2003, and forwarded
them to counse1, advising tnat t would consider any furtner submissions regarding Clarke if received by Apri1
14, 2003. I received a further submission from Mr. Sommerey, though not from Mr. Westrate, no doubt
because for the most part Judge Buchan simply adopts Chief Judge Thomson's.reasoningin
Stavert.

a) Regina v. Stavert [2003] P.E./. J. No. 28

I

[47] Mr. Stavert was charged with possession of marihuana contrary to s.4(1). He applied to quash the
information arguing, based on Parker, that it did not disclose an offence known to taw.
[48] Mr. Stavert based his argument on two grounds:

I

II

a) that the federal Crown is estopped (by operation of the principle of issue
estoppet)-from arguing1hat s.~ of the CDSA is vatidtegistation on1he basis that
the Parker decision is binding on the federal Crown throughout Canada; and
b) that it would be an abuse of the process of the Court within the meaning given
to that term by the Supreme-Couft of-Canada iflR. v. Jewitt(1985-} 21-C.-C.-C. (3d}
7 at 14 to pennit the Crown to prosecute persons in other provinces when more
than one third of the population of Canada (that is, all persons in Ontario) are "now
apparently immune from similar prosecution".
[49] The Honourable Chief Judge Thompson declined to apply the estoppel principle because he found as a
matter of law that issue estoppel could nof be raised prior-to a plea being eritered,but he entered a stay of
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proceedings on the basis that the prosecution constituted an abuse of process. In reaching that decision he
said in part:
[14] What the Ontario Court of Appeal clearly did in Parker was declare the
marihuana possession prohibition in s.4 of the CDSA to be invalid without
exception. It also suspended the declaration of invalidity for a period of 12
months ..."to provide Parliament with the oppof1unity 10 flU the Void."
[17] This Court is not bound by either level of the Ontario Courts (whether the
Court of Justice in J.P., or the Court of Appeal in Parker) although in my view a
decision of the Court of Appeal of a province, being at a level directly before the
Supreme Court of Canada, should be- fofIowed unless very good reasons can begiven for not doing so.
[18] \Nhat then of the position of the federal Crown in other jurisdictions across
Canada? Is the federal Crown bound throughout Canada, as the prosecutor
throughout Canada, of all CDSA offences by the decision of the Ontario Court of
Appeal in Parker which it chose not to appeal?
[19] In the case of Danyluk v. Ainsworth Technologies Inc. [2001] 2 S.C.R. 460...
the pre-conditions to the operation of issue estoppel were restated as foltows:

1

that the same question has been decided;

2.

that the judicial decision which is said to create the estoppel was final; and

3.

that the parties to the judicial decision or their privies were the same persons as the
parties to the proceedings in which the estoppel is raised or their privies.

(22] The only contentious aspect of the question as to whether issue estoppel is
applicable arises out of the third pre-condition. Is there sufficient privity of the
parties in order to justify a finding that issue estoppel is available to the applicant?
[24] ...Since the Crown is bound in relation to all simple possession of marihuana
charges arising in Ontario due to the operation of stare decisis, all persons in the
Province of Ontario, all 12 million of them, have acquired an immunity from
prosecution for marihuana possession which may be anything from short term to
permanent and in fact counsel indicated on this application that all simple
possession charges were being adjourned in Ontario pending the outcome of the
appeal in the J.P. case.

I

I

[33] (After citing cases in the Federal Court in which the Crown has been
constrained by earlier decisions involving other citizens, but going on to quote from
Sopinka and Lederman's Law of Evidence in Canada, (2nd Ed.) at p. 1107 where
1hey say "there is no piea1o raise an issue estoppet. the accused must plead not

guilty")... issue estoppel therefore cannot be raised at this time in these
proceedings -Since no plea has yet been entered.

[34] In Conway (1989) 49 C.C.C. (3d) 289, L'Heureux-Dube J. at pp. 301-302
restated Jewift (1985) 21 C.C.C. (3d) 7 and elaborated as foTTows:

I

A trial judge has discretion to stay proceedings in order
to remedy an abuse of the courfs process. This court
affirmed the discretion "where compelling an accused

to stand trial would vtoIate-th:os&fundamental princtpJes

I

of justice which underlie the community sense of fair
play and decency and to prevent the abuse of a court's
process through oppressive or vexatious proceedings".
...the judge's power may be exercised only in the
"clearest of cases".
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Under the doctrine of abuse of process, the unfair or
oppressive treatment of an appeflant disentittes the
Crown to carry on with the prosecution of the charge.
...It acknowledges that courts must have the respect
and support of the-COOlmunity tn order that theadministration of criminal justice may properly fulfill its
function. Consequently, where the affront to fair play
and decency is disproportionate to the societal interests
in the effect of prosecution of criminal cases, then the
administration of justice is best served by staying the
proceedings.
{40} Counsel for the applicant has argued that although this Court may not be

boundby t-heParkerdecision,~ federaJCrownis boundby Parker. l faiJto seehow it could be otherwise. We are not dealing here with divergent approaches to
prosecutions by various autonomous attorneys general of different provinces. We
are here dealing with a single indivisible entity which had jurisdiction throughout
Canada to prosecute offences such as those with which Mr. Parker was charged
and with which Mr. Stavert now stands charged.

I

[44] The inadequacy of (the MMAR) has already been ruled upon by the Ontario
Court of Justice in fl1e J.P. decision of January 2, 2003 and more recenfTy by the
Ontario Superior Court of Justice decision of January 9, 2003 in Hitzig v. Canada.

II

147] In my view the federal Crown cannot be permitted to successfully contend that
it is restricted by the maf judgment of the Court of Appeal of Ontario OOJ,rwithin
that province. To hold otherwise would permit the federal Crown to re-litigate an
identical issue in each provincial and territorial jurisdiction. The potential for
conflicting decisions which could easily result in widely varied legal rights from
province to province or territory is obvious.

I

[50] There are societal interests to be protected here. ...What is more important is
that the law have a nationalappJication where the federal Crown has jurisdiction.
[51] This, in my view, is one of those "clearest of cases" referred to in Jewitt where
a stay of proceedings should be entered by this Court in order to avoid an abuse of
its own process. All residents of Canada, wherever they are situated, are entitled,
in fairness, to expect a uniformity of approach from the federal Crown, wherever it
performs its prosecutorial function. Until such time as the law is changed by
Parliament, or the higher courts provide a ruling which will enable such approach,
this charge involving a simple possession of marihuana will not proceed in this

Court.
[52] A stay of proceedings is therefore entered in this matter.
b) R. v. Clarke, unreported, Mar 31, 2003, Dartmouth, Nova Scotia (prov. Ct.)
[50] Ms. Clarke was charged with possession of marihuana contrary to s.4(1).
[51] She applied for an order that the charge be "dismissed, stayed, or held in abeyance, pending the final
determination of1he cases of Hitzig, {and) J:P:from1he'Ontario
courts and now, most recently, Stavert, a
decision of the Provincial Court of Prince Edward Island, all presently on appeal" {the decision's paragraphs
-ar-e-notnumber-ed, so! -can r-efer -oRIyto-page-number&; see- p. 1}.

I
I

[52] Judge Buchan notes (p.2) that the defence also argued that permitting the prosecution to proceed would
be an abuse of process:
"first, because of the state of flux of the law as the Parker decision was not
appeaTedby the Crown; secondTy, thafsimpTe possession of marihuana may soon
be decriminalized, as noted in Stavert by Chief Judge Thomson where he
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acknowledged the September 2002 report of the Senate Special Committee on
mega} Drugs has recommended that the Government of Canada amend the
C.D.S.A. to create a legislated criminal exemption scheme for the production and
sale -of -cannabis;

and thifdfy I that should

this pr-osecut-ioo proceed

I that it wouki be-

the federal Crown's fourth attempt to re-litigate the same issue".

[53] The Crown argued (pp 2,3):
"The Ontario Court of Appeal's declaration of invalidity has effect in Ontario only;
and that J.P. and Stavert were ill-considered and wrongly decided.

I

...that should this court follow the rulings of the Ontario and Prince Edward Island
ProvinciarCourts without waiting for the appear process to concTude, regardless of
how long this may take, that legal chaos would ensue"
[54] After referring to the substance of the decisions in Parker and Sfavert Judge Buchan said (pp 4,5,6):
The decisions from the Courts in Barnes, Stavert, and J.P. all courts of co-ordinate
jurisd+ctoo, ~
support to the- issue--of st-ar-e-decisi-sraised by (the--def~,
in theabsence of strong reason to the contrary, as does the principle of Judicial Comity.
...in my view the rea! issue is whether it is an abuse of the Court's process to
permit the Federal Crown to litigate an issue already finally determined in Parker
and now interpreted and followed by several lower courts in both Ontario and
Prince Edward Island.
During oral arguments I raised the concern that as things now stand, a Canadian
citizen living in Ontario, and now since March the 21st, 2003 In Prince Edward
Island, are presently and possible permanently, immune from prosecution for
marihtJana- possession.

I
I
I

To support the Federal Crown's contention that it is restricted by the Parker
decision only within Ontario, would allow, in my view, are-litigation of the same
issue in every province and territory. This would have the potential of creating the
legal chaos that the Crown suggests would occur if this prosecution were not
permitted to continue.
...Surely, all Canadian residents are entitled in fairness to expect a unifornlity of
approach from the Federal Crown. Most importantly, where the Federal Crown has
jurisdiction, the law must be applied consistently on a national level.
...I would agree with Chief Judge Thomson in Stavertwhere he states that he fails
to see how the Crown is not bound by Parker when we are dealing with a single,
indivisible entity with jurisdiction throughout Canada.
Certainly the Crown should vigorously defend the constitutionality of duly enacted
legisratioo within the- bounds of the-law; but when- a law has been found to 00
invalid by several courts in separate jurisdictions in Canada, for the Crown to
continue to prosecute that law in certain provinces and not in others, is an abuse
of process. Until a decision on appeal to a higher court is made, the decisions of
the lower courts stand.

...I am satisfied that the high test has been met in deciding whether this case rises
to the tevet of an abuse of process. t find that it woutd be oppressive and vexatious
to allow the prosecution of Ms. Clarke on the charge of marihuana possession to
continue-,given ~ state-of ~ J,awm ~ Prov-inoesof Ont-ar~ and Prfnre Edwar-d
Island. To do otherwise would undermine the fundamental justice of the system.
...A stay of proceedings is, therefore, entered in this matter.

Pre-ParkerB.C. decisions regarding the Charter s.7 constitutionality of s.4(1)
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[55] It will have been seen when I set out excerpts of Justice Rosenberg's reasoning in Clay that he based his
decision in part in reliance on the reasoning of Mr. Justice Braidwood of the B.C. Court of Appeal in R. v.
Malmo-Levine [2000] B.C.J. No. 1095, saying that the B.C. Court of Appeal had been "presented with virtually
the- same ar-guments" as Wef& befor-e-t:re Ontario -court in Clay.
[56J The Malmo-Levine appeal decision referred to above ([2000] BCJ No.1 095]) dealt with both Mr. MalmoLevine (on appear from 11998] BCJ No. 1025), and a second appenant, Mr. Caine, on appear from R. v. Caine
[1996} BCJ No. 965, a decision of my sister Judge Howard, in which she had held that the prohibition against
possession -of-cann-abiswas intra vir-es the-federal Parflam-ent, and that the- pr-ohibit-ion -did not offend against
the defendanfs s.7 Charter rights (medical use was not an issue for either of Messrs. Malmo-Levine or

Caine).
[57] On appeal, Mr. Justice Braidwood, speaking for himself and Madam Justice Rowles, referred (at para 18)
to the trial decisions in Parker and Clay, but on the facts before him, did not explore any medical use
implications of his Charter s.7 analysis. He considered the matter by reference to the "three stage" analysis of

s.7 inqutriesrecommendedby Justice-Iacobucci inR. v. Wflite-f1999} 2 SCR 417 at 436. He-agr-eedwit-h
Judge Howard that the penal consequences of the Narcotic Control Act "automatically engaged" the liberty
interest of s.7 of the Charier, so moved on to consider the principles of fundamental justice. He concluded that
marihuana poses a risk of harm to others that is not insignificant or trivial. He decided that the deprivation of
the appellants' liberty interests was in accordance with the harm principle and did not offend the operative
princip1e of fundamental justice.
[58] Vv11ilethere is, therefore, B.C. authority consistent with the Ontario decision in Clay -and thus general
support for the constitutionality of a prohibition against marihuana possession -t respectfuTry disagree with Mr.
Sommerey that Ma/mo-LevineiCaine can be held out as having determined the issue decided by the Ontario
Court of AppeafinParker.
To-dat-e-no-cot:lft inB.C ofwhichf am awar--e-has beenaskedt~~-ont~
constitutionality of s .4( 1) by reference to an alleged failure of Parliament to protect the s. 7 liberty interests of
persons who require marihuana for the protection of their health.

British Columbia decisions commenting upon Parker

I

[59] Wlile as I just suggested, counsel did not refer me to, nor did my own noting up of Parker identify, any
BrItish Columbia decisions express1y considering the constitutionality of s.4(1) within the context of the
decision in Parker, nor otherwise expressly determining Parker's application in this province, there have been

at least a-fewdecisions m-entioningthe-Parker -decisj()n.
[60] The most directly on point is the decision of my brother Judge Saunderson in R. v. Reyklin [2001] B.C.J.
No. 1944. Judge Saunderson entered a judicial stay of proceedings on a charge of possession of marihuana
where he found as a fact that marihuana was of therapeutic medical value in treating the defendant's
-condition. Sohe-fotJrJd. a-breach-of Mr. ReykHn's s. f rigAts -01'1a-Parker aAa-iysis, but was not asked to-opineon the constitutionality of the legislation as a whole. The remedy was personal to Mr. Reyklin under s. 24 of
the Charier. The Crown did not argue that the defendant ought to have applied for a medical exemption under

s.56.

I
I
I
I
II
11

[61] In R. v. Lucas [2002] B.C.J. No. 1631, the Honourable Judge Higinbotham granted an absolute discharge
on a guirty plea to traffiCking marihuana Where the defendant was president of an organization that provided
marihuana to its members for medical purposes. Although he noted the case did not directly engage s.7 of the
-C.harlerbecal:lSe-Mr. Lucas -ent-ered 8--guilt-ypiea-, fle-flonetheless appfied the-principles afticuJat-ed by JodSticeRosenberg in Parker in deciding the absolute discharge was appropriate.
[62] In R. v. Small [2001] B.C.J. No. 248, the Court of Appeal of British Columbia, dealing with a defence
sentence appeal where a fine had been imposed fol/owing a guilty plea to a charge of production of
marihuana, granted the appeal and imposed a conditional discharge, notwithstanding that the defendant
previously had realized the benefit of an absolute discharge in a related proceeding. In reaching that result,
the Court of Appear observed in passing (para. t3) that "the decision in Parker... affects the question of
appropriate sentence".

Supreme Court of Canada's approach to Clay, and Malmo-Lev;ne/Caine
[63} The Supreme Court of Canada granted leave to appeal Ma/mo-Levine and Caine (without reasons)
.March 15..2001 {see {2000} SCCA No. 490-). On December 13-,2002, the Chief Justice speak-ing for the whole
Court gave the following interim judgment regarding the Ma/mo-Levine and Caine appeals, together with the
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defence appeal from Justice Rosenberg's decision in Clay:
In these appeals the Court is being asked to detennine the constitutionality
provisions of the Narcotic Control Act prohibiting possession of marijuana.

I

of

According to the written submissions to the Court, a central question is whether
harm to society or to any person by the use of marijuana is sufficient to permit
climinalization. The Minister of Justice and Attorney General of Canada, who is the
respondentifl. the-three- appeals before-us, has ann0t:lflced his intention to
introduce legislation in Parliament that would decriminalize in some way the
present marijuana offences, and has made comments upon the gravity of the
existing offences. The process announced by the Minister will inevitably involve a
discussion of what harm comes from the conduct covered by these offences, and
its proportionality to conviction and to its consequences. We may therefore expect
that the underlying basis for the criminalization of marijuana possession and use
wi' be taken up in Parliament and v"idely discussed in the months to come.

I

That examination and discussion may well prove to be of relevance to the case
and of interest to the parties, and may provide guidance to the Court in deciding
the present appeals. Accordingly, considering all these circumstances, particularly
the interest in -afull and fair hearing 1n -these issues, the -Court will adjourn -these
appeals to the Spring term. In adjourning these appeals, the Court expresses no
views on the issues before us.

Why I respectfully disagree with the Stavert and Clarke reasoning
[64] In considering why I reach a different conclusion than did the learned judges in Stavert and Clarke, it
seems that the centrar difference in our analysis has to do with our different perspectives as to what was
decided in Parker -or, more significantly. what was "not appealed" by the federal Crown following Parker.
[65] In my view I what the federal Crown did not appeal -and in that sense, therefore accepted as "final"- was
Justice -Rosenberg'-s -analysis of the breach -of the s. 7 -rights of persons requiring m-arihuana for medica1
purposes, those persons whose rights were violated because they were forced to "choose between (their)
health and imprisonment" {Parker, para 10J. That the Crown did not appeal that conclusion is not surprising:
Justice Rosenberg's analysis is compelling; I am not aware of any decision in which any judge has articulated
a contrary view regarding the s.7 implications for persons requiring marihuana for the protection of their

health.

I
I

I
I

I
II

[66] But Parker should not be viewed in isolation. Concurrently with its decision in Parker the Ontario Court of
AppeaTln Clay reaChedfhe same conclusion as hadfhe B.-C. Court of Appeafin Malmo-Levine, upholding the
constitutionality of the prohibition against marihuana possession save for the medical use issue. To the extent
OfIe-talk-S-of 'Wff1r1if1g"-or "losing", the--combinedeffect -of Parker and -Clay-was a- 'Win~'for -the-federal -Grown:
so long as they rectified the specific deficiencies affecting medical users (whiCh they then attempted to do with
theMMAR), _theysucceeded.in defending the legislation.
[67] I have said already that I disagree with the Crown's submission that the Parker declaration of
conSfifufionaTlnvafidify was somehow only a parfiaTdeclarafion... Tdon" see any ambiguity In Justice
Rosenberg's statement (at para 11) that "I would declare the prohibition on the possession of marihuana in
the--CDSAtobe-ofnofofceand-eff-ect". Mr. Justice-Rosenberg anaJogizedtothe--Biiodeaudecision
.to-makethe point that he was upholding the conviction of Mr. Clay notwithstanding the general declaration of
constitutional invalidity. But of course the declaration was suspended, in keeping with the broader decision in
Clay which supported Parliament's right to prohibit possession so long as Parliament attended to the s.7
interests of medical users. It is my view that it remains to be determined whether the MMAR does or does not
"pass consfitufionarmuster';
and Whether if saves s.4(1).
[68] But to extrapolate from the lower court decisions in J.P. and Hitzig that the Ontario Court of Appeal will
inevitably decide thatParliamemhas
failed to do that Which was required of It in the Parker decision is in my
respectful view to jump the gun. That is a question which remains to be considered by the Court of Appeal.
whether-on an-eventual appeajfrom J;P., or ORan appeelin-the-fir-stinstence-from
-Hifl'ig; -fAthat -r-egar-a;~agree with Mr. Sommerey's supplementary submission that "the lower courts in J.P., Stavert, and Clarke are
taking the Ontario Court of Appeal to .places where the Ontario Court of Appeal itself has not gone". Even
were it to be determined by the Ontario Court of Appeal or another court that the MMAR does not "save" s.4
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(1) in terms of the constitutional shortcomings identified in Parker, it would also remain to be considered
Whether any further suspension would be granted (as Justice Lederman did in FIitzi9J, and it would be open to
the federal Crown to appeal.
[69] Additionally, it is not apparent to me why it is not presently open to any person in any province to argue
before-the-courts-oft-hatprov1nce-thatthe-MMARdoes-.ordoes-not
'!sa~' &4( 1); lft-hatissue-is-decided
against the federal Crown, it will be open to the Crown (subject to leave, of course) to appeal that issue all the
way to the Supreme Court of Canada. If and when that argument is made in B. C. (given that it was not
expressly argued in this case), it will be the B.C. Court of Appeal, not the Ontario Court of Appeal, who will
determine any appeals of B.C. lower court decisions.

I

I

[70] As to the declaration initially made in Parker, and the suspension of that declaration, and the Crown not
having appealed that remedy, it must be remembered that the federal Crown invited Justice Rosenberg to
make the declaration of constitutional invalidity rather than reading in an exemption for medical purposes as
the-trial judge had done. So one would have been surprised to see the Crown appeal the remedy. Rather, the
Crown accepted the decision, and proceeded to draft the voluminous and comprehensive MMAR "to fill the
void created by the declaration". As Justice Rosenberg later said in Wakeford{atpara
26), "cases will arise in
the future where the validity or operation of the regulations will be in issue". Those cases now have arisen,
and lower courts in Ontario have expressed the view that the MMAR do not pass constitutional muster. Those
decisions are under appear, and no doubt will work their way up the jurisprudentlar ladder unless the issue is
overtaken by new legislation.
[71 J It also appears that I differ from the learned judges in Stavert and Clarke in our perception of the capacity
for Canadian courts to differ. This has to do with v..hat I would refer to as the "jurisprudential construct" of the
constitution of Canada. It is my understanding of our federal structure that there are 13 "streams" of partially
autonomous provincial and territorial court systems, all flowing toward, and ultimately subject to., the definitive
"pool" of oversight of the Supreme Court of Canada. While I certainly agree that decisions from other
provinces -especially decisions from Courts of Appeal in other provinces -must be given serious
consideration and should be followed where possible, it is also to be expected that different lines of authority
will develop in various provinces and territories from time to time. Conflicting decisions from different Courts of
Appea1 often serve-to inform.. and I expect even foster, the decision-making process within -the Supreme -Court
of Canada.
{72] As just one example of such disagreement between Courts of Appeal, Mr. Sommerey referred to R. v.
Van Vliet [1988]. B.C.J. No. 2480, where the B.C. Court of Appeal expressly disagreed with prior decisions of
the Ontario Court of Appeal regarding the criminal law implications of failure by a province to implement the
"curative treatment discharge" provisions of the Criminal Code.
[73] It follows that I do not find Chief Judge Thompson's reasoning regarding issue estoppel persuasive.
Assuming -without"having to d$cid$ in this case -that the doctrine of issue estoppel can be applied to limit
criminal proceedings in one province by reference to proceedings in another province, 'would have thought

I

canvassed above.
(741 It seems to me that the reasoning in Stavert and Clarke, taken to its logical extension, would have the
result of any judgment against the federal Crown in an~ court in Canada becoming binding on all courts of
other provinces. That result would amount to a dismantling of the federal jurisprudential system to which I
have already referred.

I

I
I

I
II

[75] To similar effect, I am not persuaded by the reasoning in Stavert and Clarke regarding abuse of process.
"For1he reasons thave already id~ntified, "/do not accept that the citizens Of-Ontario are "immune from
prosecution". It appears J.P. and Hitzig and Barnes are operating to cause some cases to be judicially stayed.
Those .decisions-afe--unGer -ap~,
It -apJ;)eaf'sother cases -arebeingadjouf'ned.
Vvhatevermay be the
disposition of those Ontario cases, they are all subject to appellate review in Ontario. I agree that citizens of
Canada are entitled to a certain unifonnity of approach by the federal Crown, but that general proposition is
subject to the reality of our federal court system.
[76] There is an unfortunate degree of uncertainty at the moment regarding the status of the CDSA legislation.
t said afthe outset cjfthese reasonsthafifwoulo.be
of assistance were'Parliamerit-toiritervenelegiSI-atively.
sooner rather than later. to address evolving public opinion and evolving jurisprudence. But for courts to
interpret the law differently in different provinces does not by definition give rise to an abuse of the process of

the court.

II
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Analysis of this application (Charters.15; issue estoppel; abuse of process)
[77] As mentioned at the outset, Mr. Weststrate suggested that all three defence arguments could be restated as simply beingthafthe
prosecution is not "fair"given the state of the law in Other pariS of "Canada.
[78] Mr. Weststrate stressed that his position rests upon the belief that the MMAR are not materially different
than a C.-D:S:A~ s:56exemptlon and; fortha:t reason,lhe-1levil"lhat
underlay the decision in Pal'kerhas not
been remedied.
[79] Yet in his submissions Mr. Weststrate made no specific reference whatsoever to the actual contents of

the-MMAR;

I

"pass constitutional muster" in terms of protecting the s.7 rights of persons requiring marihuana for medical
purposes. The issue is of course crucial as it will in due course inform any determination as to whether the
constitutional inadequacies identified by Justice Rosenberg in Parker have or have not been remedied. Given
that this crucial point was not argued at all, and that in any event no proper notice of constitutional question in
this regard was given, the issue wi/lremain to be considered in British Columbia, andlwillresti"ictmy
analysis
to the issues as framed by counsel.

I

a) is this prosecution a breach of Mr. Nicholls' Charter s. 15 rights?

I

£00] Mr. Weststrate, on behalf of the defendant, argued that it is a breach of Mr. Nicholls' s.15 equality rights
under the Charter to be prosecuted for an offence for which he could not be prosecuted were he simply to
reside in another part of Canada.

[811 Section 15 of the Charter states:

I
I

I
I
I

15 (1) Every individual is equal before and under the law and has the right to the
equal protection and the equal benefit of the law without discrimination and, in
particular, without discrimination based on race, national or ethnic origin, color,
religion, sex, age or mental or physical disability.
[82] Mr. Weststrate relied on the decision of the Supreme Court of Canada in Turpin and Syddiqui v. The
Queen(1989) 48C:C:C.(3d)8
Where, at page36;~adam
Justice WilSon, speaking for the "Cour't; said:

I would not wish to suggest that a person's province of residence or place of trial
could not in some circumstances be a personal Characteristic of the individual or
group capable of constituting a ground of discrimination...
In concluding that s.15 is not violated in this case, I realize that I am rejecting the
propos iti onacoopted by -severa J-GouFtsof -Appea I in Ganada that it is a
fundamental principle under s.15 of the Charter that the criminal law apply equally
throughout the country.
...In my view, s.15 mandates a case-by-case analysis as was undertaken by this
COur1in Andrews to determine (1 ) whether the distinction created by the impugned
legislation results in a violation of one of the equality rights and, if so, (2) whether
that distinction is-discriminatory in its purpose or effect.

I
I
I
I

...This does not, in my view, preclude the possibility that some variations in
criminar law and procedure among the different provinces could give rise to
discrimination in the sense defined by a majority of this Court in Andrews.
[83] He referred as well to the decision of the Saskatchewan Court of Appeal in R. V. Schell (1990) 57 C.C.C.
(3d) 227 where, at page 245, Justice Wakeling, speaking only for himself, stated (at paragraph d) ..."I seenothing in the judgments I have reviewed which indicates to me that geographic disparity should not be
considered a personal characteristic of an individual or group".
[84] More generally regarding s.15, Mr. Weststrate appropriately referred to the decision of the Supreme
'Cour1 dfCanadain Andrews v.-TheLawSbCiety(1'989)-~B':C~l.R:
{2d)'273: A:tthoughMr. JusticeMclhtyre
was dissenting in the result, Madam Justice Wilson, for the majority, was "in complete agreement with him as
to-the-way in which s.15(1)... shouldbe--interpreted and applied" (see p. 305). {n that-regard, Justice Mcintyre
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said (at page 283):
S. 15( 1) of the Charter provides for every individual a guarantee of equality before
and under the 1aw, as well as the equal protection and equal benefit of the 1aw
without discrimination. This is not a general guarantee of equality; it does not
pfoYide-for-equa lity -between -individuals-or gf0Ups- within -society.aAd-a -geAer-al-of
abstract sense, nor does it impose on indi\liduals or groups an obligation to accord
equal treatment to others. It is concerned with the application of the law.
...It must be recognized at once, however, that every difference in treatment
between ind1vidua1s und~rthe law will not necessarily result in inequa1ity and, as
well, that identical treatment may frequently produce serious inequality.

I

(at page 287, 288) s.15(1) of the Charter provides a much broader protection (than
the .Canadian Bill of Rights): S-.15 spells- out four basic rights; (1) the- right to
equality before the law; (2) the right to equality under the law; (3) the right to equal
protection of the law; and {4) the right to equal benefit of the law.

I

It is clear that the purpose of s. 15 is to ensure equality in the formulation and
application Ofthe law.

I

...(at page 292) Both the enumerated grounds themselves and other possible
grounds of discrimination recognized under s.15(1) must be interpreted in a broad
and generous manner I reflecting the fact that they are constitutional provisions not
easily repealed or ameAdedbl;ltinteAded
to provide a "continuing framework for
the legitimate exercise of governmental power" and, at the same time, for "the
unremitting protection" of equality rights.

I

I
I

I
I
I

[85] While I accept Mr. Weststrate's submission that in general it is a fundamental principle under s.15 that the
criminaf1aw apply equally1hroughoutthe
country, and1hat in appropriate circumstances, geographic disparity
could be considered a personal characteristic of an individual or group for the purposes of a s. 15 argument, in
my view s. 15 has no application to this case. It is, at best, a circular argument, or one which-simply begs the
question which is being asked more generally, namely, whether the Ontario (and now P .E.I. and Nova Scotia)
decisions operate to bind the British Columbia Court to their result. If they do not, then it is not the "law" of
British Columbia that s.4(1) is of no force and effect, and Mr. Nicholls is subject to the same "law" in British
Columbia as every other resident of British Columbia.
[86] I agree with Mr. Sommerey that Van Vliet (supra) stands as an example of the tolerance for varied
geographic application of the criminal-law where such differences occur as a function of the "law.

b) is the Crown estopped from arguing s. 4(1) discloses an offence known to law?
[87] As canvassed earlier in my comments as to why I respectfully disagree with the reasoning in Stavert and
-Clarke, in my view the difficultyMr. -NiCholls-faces with the argument in "this case is not regarding privity as
discussed by Chief Judge Thomson in Stavert, but rather that the Crown is not seeking to re-litigate any "final"
decision. The- matter r-eafly -tums- on -whet constitutes-tne-ratio -ooe;eendiofPa firer; againe. -point-which I
discussed above. In my view, therefore, issue estoppel does not apply.
c) is it an abuse of the process of the coutt to permit this prosecution to proceed?
[88] Mr. Weststrate adopts the analysis of Chief Judge Thomson and Judge Buchan in arguing it is an affront
to the community sense of fair -play and decency to permit the federal Crown to proceed against Mr. Nicholls
notwithstanding that greater than one third of the population of Canada is what they characterize as being
"immune from similar prosecution" by operation of Parker.
(89] I have already explained why, in my view, Ontario citizens have not yet been determined to be "immune
from prosecution"; and Why it remains open to persons in any province (InCludlngthefederarCrown)-to
argue
that he MMAR "saves" the constitutional frailties identified by Justice Rosenberg in Parker.

I

[90} For the reasons I have given, I have concluded that pending any decision by British Columbia courts that
~4(-1-) of the- CDSA is- of no force- and effect.. it remains- valid legislation, -and -a prosecution under valid
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legislation is not, without more, an abuse of the process of the court.

Conclusion

Addendum

I
[93JBecause defence counsel may not even yet have seen the decision, and because it has not been argued
~fore me, t do not intend to include in these reasons any fur'ther reference to the decision. One imagines with
the flurry of cases addressing these issues in various provinces, that if , adjourn to invite additional
submissions on Hadwen et aI, that the process may never end. Thus I will proceed to deliver these reasons
for judgment, leaving others to reap the benefit that no doubt will be derived from Judge Orr's additional
reasoning,

I
The Honourable Judge H.C. Stansfield

I
I
I
I

I

II

